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Abstract—The growing parallelism in most of today’s applications has led to an increased demand for parallel computing in
processors. General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs) have been used extensively to support highly parallel applications
in recent years. Such GPGPUs generate huge volumes of network traffic between memory controllers (MCs) and shader cores. As a
result, the network-on-chip (NoC) fabric can become a performance bottleneck, especially for memory intensive applications running on
GPGPUs. Traditional mesh-based NoC topologies are not suitable for GPGPUs as they possess high network latency that leads to
congestion at MCs and an increase in application execution time. In this article, we propose a novel memory-aware NoC that has two
(request and reply) planes tailored to exploit the traffic characteristics in GPGPUs. The request layer consists of low power, and low
latency routers that are optimized for the many-to-few traffic pattern. In the reply layer, flits are sent on fast overlay circuits to reach their
destinations in just three cycles (at 1 GHz). In addition, as traditional memory controllers are not aware of the application memory
intensity that leads to higher waiting time for applications on the shader cores, we propose an enhanced memory controller that prioritizes
burst packets to improve application performance on GPGPUs. Experimental results indicate that our framework yields an improvement
of 4  10 in NoC latency, up to 63 percent in execution time, and up to 4 in total energy consumption compared to the state-of-the-art.
Index Terms—GPGPU, memory controller, on-chip interconnection networks, overlay circuits
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INTRODUCTION

G

Purpose Graphics Processor Units (GPGPU)
are becoming popular platforms for efficiently executing parallel applications. GPGPUs have been used in several data driven applications in cutting edge technologies
such as artificial intelligence, deep learning, high performance computing in data centers, autonomous machines,
and self-driving cars [27], [28], [29]. Recent research on
GPGPUs has led to the optimization of thread level parallelism and maximizing the execution of cooperative thread
arrays [1], [2], [3]. This has made GPGPUs more viable
for high performance computation. Frameworks such as
CUDA [8] and OpenCL [9] have provided programmers
with a diversity of tools to parallelize their applications
and leverage the computing capabilities of GPGPUs. But
highly parallel applications running on GPGPUs generate
huge volumes of communication traffic between cores and
memory controllers (MCs). Minimizing the latency of the
network-on-chip (NoC) in GPGPUs is crucial to sustain high
application performance.
NoCs are rapidly becoming the de-facto communication
fabric in chip-multiprocessor (CMP) platforms owing to
their flexibility and scalability. Although NoC design has
been studied for more than a decade for CMPs [4], [5], [6],
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[7], few efforts have analyzed and proposed viable NoC solutions for GPGPUs. The traffic pattern in GPGPUs is primarily many-to-few and few-to-many, with high volumes
of traffic skewed towards memory replies [10], [11], [15].
Traditional mesh-based NoC topologies used in CMPs are
not capable of handling such skewed traffic effectively,
leading to underutilized resources, which increases NoC
latency, and congestion at MCs. This impacts the performance of applications running on GPGPUs. In addition to
the above challenges, the NoC accounts for up to 20 percent
of total GPGPU power consumption in memory intensive
applications (that also have higher DRAM power) at the
22 nm technology node, as shown in Fig. 1. There is thus a
critical need to enhance the NoC fabric to better suit GPGPU traffic scenarios without increasing the area and energy footprint.
The main contributors to NoC latency are route computation, arbitration, and switch allocation at each hop. Thus,
minimizing NoC latency requires optimizing some or all of
these steps. Also, the main contributor to NoC router area
and power consumption are the input port buffers. In this
article, based on an understanding of the traffic characteristics in GPGPUs, we propose a novel network architecture
with low packet latency using memory-aware overlay circuits (described in Section 3.2) and with properties close to
that of an ideal NoC which has all-to-all connections
between cores and MCs. Our proposed NoC has a multiplane, deadlock-free physical architecture, with memorycentric enhancements for the reply traffic as well as the
request traffic. We adapt and enhance the ideas from [14] to
enable single-cycle multi-hop traversal in this NoC. We also
propose an enhanced memory controller (MC) that prioritizes burst packets to reduce the memory bottleneck and network backpressure issues that lead to increased wait time
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Fig. 1. Percentage of power consumed by major components in a
16 core GPGPU across various parallel CUDA applications.

for applications executing on GPGPUs. Overall, our novel
contributions in this article can be summarized as follows:


We propose a novel NoC router architecture to efficiently cope with the many-to-few traffic pattern in
the request plane, to minimize power consumption
and network latency.
 We also introduce a new router architecture in the
reply plane called hinge router to support single cycle
overlay circuits where flits travel towards their destination along each network dimension in a cycle,
stopping only at the turns.
 We propose a global overlay manager (GOM) that manages the time windows of each overlay circuit.
 We further propose enhancements to pipelined
transmission at the MCs and enable simultaneous
circuit overlay establishment, to improve utilization
of NoC resources and minimize NoC latency as well
as application execution time.
 We present an enhanced MC that prioritizes servicing burst packets from the output buffer of the MC.
 Our rigorous experimentation with various CUDA
benchmarks for 16-core, 64-core, and 144-core GPGPU
platforms shows an improvement of 4  10 in NoC
latency, 63 percent in application execution time, and
up to 4 improvement in overall energy consumption,
with up to 50 percent improvements in NoC area,
compared to the best known prior works on NoC
design for GPGPU architectures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses prior work that addresses NoC latency problem
in GPGPUs. Section 3 gives a background on GPGPUs and
motivates the need for memory-aware NoCs for GPGPUs.
Section 4 explains the details of our latency optimized NoC
architecture, RAPID. Section 5 discusses the experimental
setup and the analysis that we did to compare RAPID with
state-of-the-art NoC architectures for GPGPU platforms.

2

RELATED WORK

A few recent works have explored NoC architectures for
GPGPUs. Kim et al. [10] propose a multiplane NoC called
DA2 to improve the bandwidth utilization in links. They
partition the network into request and reply planes, further
partitioning the reply plane into multiple slices that are
shared by MCs. With each MC possessing multiple slices
instead of a single slice, the overall bandwidth utilization is
improved. Also, as the routers in the reply plane slices do
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not have input buffers and complex arbitration, they can
support higher frequency operation. However, DA2 has
limitations due to serialization overhead and the reduced
bandwidth of reply network slices, which effects the scalability of their model. Jang et al [11] propose an MC placement approach and a virtual channel partitioning scheme in
mesh-based GPGPU NoCs. In their work, MCs are placed
along the x-axis of the mesh and flits use XY routing for
requests and YX routing for replies, to reduce congestion at
MCs and competition for links along the Y-axis. However,
the reply packets still compete with request packets for links
at the center of the NoC. The work also requires a rigid MC
placement, and consumes more area and power compared
to a baseline NoC owing to additional virtual channels and
arbitration requirements. Unlike these works, our proposed
approach in this paper does not incur any serialization latency.
Another recent work [30] considers many-to-few traffic
pattern in the request plane, and uses a constrained MC
placement rule to propose a new low-cost conflict free NoC
to reduce the energy consumption of the NoC. The request
plane of the NoC is partitioned into slices called enetworks
that are shared between columns of cores for rapid transmission of requests to the MCs. A token-based mechanism
is also proposed to ensure a conflict free sharing of enetworks
by different cores that send requests to the same MC. However, when the GPGPU has over a hundred cores and tens
of memory controllers, the channel width of the enetwork
diminishes drastically and the token sharing network adds
to the latency of the NoC. Our approach proposes a low cost
and low power NoC in the request plane, and a fast overlay network in the reply plane that minimizes NoC latency, without
incurring energy consumption and area overheads.
A few recent works [12], [13], [14] also attempt to minimize NoC latency by using bypassing. For example, Chen
et al. [14] propose single cycle multiple hop techniques that
enable flits to bypass the router arbitration and traverse the
NoC in a few cycles to their destinations. We adapt and
enhance this approach with awareness of traffic characteristics in
GPGPUs and the integration of smart circuit reservations, to
more aggressively minimize communication conflicts, reduce
overall NoC latency, and improve bandwidth utilization.
Several other prior efforts attempt to improve latency for
NoCs with awareness of traffic pattern characteristics. For
example, Cong et al [15] propose hybridized circuit switching with circuit reservation that is done in advance by a
global manager based on traffic pattern awareness. Abousamra et al. [16], [17], [18] explain the benefits of circuit
switching for different traffic scenarios, including many-tofew and few-to-many. Network prioritization and packet
scheduling techniques are proposed in [23], [24] to improve
NoC throughput and latency. However, in all of these
works that involve circuit switching, there is a notable circuit setup and teardown overhead. The effort of establishing a circuit is wasted when the flits do not arrive at the
estimated times. Unlike these efforts, our approach that opportunistically utilizes circuits does not incur significant circuit setup
and teardown overheads that impact NoC latency.
More recent work, e.g., [32], has proposed a hybrid NoC
architecture with wired and wireless routers for improving
the overall network latency. However, such wireless on-chip
NoC components have high fabrication overheads and may
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also not scale well for hundreds of GPGPU cores. In [33], [34],
[35], software and middleware level techniques such as data
prefetching or intelligent warp scheduling are proposed to
mitigate the memory bottleneck that is caused by high volume of read reply packets from MCs to cores. In [38] a priority NoC is proposed to resolve bottlenecks created by cache
coherence traffic in CPU based many-core NUCA architectures. We propose an enhanced MC that prioritizes burst
packets received from DRAM in response to the read request
packets that are sent over a short duration. Our work is a hardware approach that is complementary to the higher level aforementioned solutions that alleviate the bottleneck at MCs.

3

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

3.1 Baseline Architecture Configuration
We consider a manycore GPGPU based accelerator similar to
[37] as the baseline platform for our work. An accelerator typically consists of a traditional x86 or ARM based core, and a
grid of shader cores with private L1 caches (instruction cache,
data cache, and texture cache), to drive the data parallel
multi-threaded workloads. A shader core consists of parallel
integrated pipelines with a common instruction fetch unit
that executes a single instruction on multiple data (SIMD)
simultaneously. Each integrated pipeline has an integer arithmetic logic unit and a floating point unit. A shader core also
has several load store units that fetch data from a private L1
cache or from the main memory. A GPGPU based accelerator
has a shared L2 cache bank located at the MCs that caches
data coming from the main memory. All the shader cores and
MCs are connected to an interconnection network. Whenever
shader cores need to communicate with each other, this communication occurs via the MCs (with data stored either in L2
banks at the MCs or DRAM) where one shader core writes to
the memory and the other reads from it. There is no direct
packet transfer between shader cores over the NoC. The communication between CPU and GPU cores takes place through
main memory. The shader cores send read/write requests to
MCs over a NoC. A memory reply takes several cycles based
on the location of and availability of data (either at L2 or
DRAM). The baseline NoC architecture between the shader
cores and the MCs has a channel width of 128-bits and consists of 4-stage routers (stage 1: buffer write; stage 2: route
computation, stage 3: virtual-channel/switch allocation; stage
4: switch/link traversal) with 5 virtual channels (VCs) per
input port and 4 flit buffers for each VC, connected to each
shader core. Flits are routed along the XY path from source to
destination. In this work we only focus on optimizing the
NoC that connects shader-cores and memory controllers.
Henceforth, the term cores implies shaders cores for the remainder this article.
3.2

Opportunities for NoC Optimizations in
GPGPUs
In this section we explain the motivation for our work. In
highly multi-threaded applications, the reply arrival rate
from MCs to shader cores is very high. For example, applications such as Transpose and Convolutions from the CUDA
SDK have a reply arrival rate of 1.5-3 flits per cycle [15].
Such traffic needs a high throughput on-chip network fabric. But traditional homogeneous mesh-based NoCs are

Fig. 2. Demonstration of routes (represented by dashed lines) taken
by the request packets from different cores to memory controllers in a
44 NoC with XY routing scheme.

incapable of efficiently handling high volumes of reply traffic, causing packets to be stored in the buffers at the MCs
for several clock cycles. This in turn creates congestion or
traffic hotspots around MCs that leads to poor overall application performance. Under ideal conditions we would like
to have a NoC with all-to-all connections between MCs and
shader cores to satisfy latency and throughput requirements. But such a network is impractical due to its high
power and area overheads. Thus, there is a critical need for
customized and low-overhead NoCs for GPGPUs, to handle their
unique traffic characteristics.
In our work, observations regarding the traffic pattern of
the applications executed on GPGPU are exploited to innovate and enhance the NoC architecture. First, the traffic
pattern of memory requests to the NoC, is uniquely many-tofew, i.e., memory read and write requests are sent from many
cores to a few MCs. In traditional manycore CPUs with n cores
each running a thread, the upper bound on the total number
of communication flows is Oðn2þ n  mÞ, where m is the total
number of MCs, and m << n. However, in a GPGPU, the
upper bound on the total number of communication flows
(each flow represents a stream of requests sent from shader
cores to MCs) is Oðn  mÞ. In such a scenario, the number of
VCs per input port of a NoC router (primarily used for sharing a physical channel between different communication
flows) can be reduced. Second, in a many-to-few traffic scenario, the total number of possible output directions that an
incoming flit to a NoC router takes could be restricted based
on the location of the router. As shown in Fig. 2, if the packets
use an XY routing scheme, based on the location of the router
relative to the MC, flits traverse in one of the following directions ðN ! S; S ! N; S=N ! LÞ on the Y axis. This in turn
reduces the total number of logical comparisons done in the
route computation step compared to the baseline NoC router
(in-depth explanation is presented in Section 4.1). Given the
above two observations, we propose a new router architecture
that reduces the power consumption and latency of the NoC
in the request plane.
Fig. 3 shows the traffic pattern from MCs to individual
cores for a 4  4 NoC. The circles colored red, blue, green,
and yellow denote routers at MCs. The colored arrows in
(a), (b), (c), and (d) of Fig. 3 denote the XY routes taken by
the reply flits from each of the four MCs in the design. As
there is no inter-core traffic in the reply plane in the GPGPU,
it is possible to reserve circuits along the path shown in
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Fig. 4. Total number of memory requests and burst requests sent across
various parallel CUDA benchmark applications.

Fig. 3. A 4  4 NoC showing dedicated overlay circuits for each MC in a
few-to-many reply traffic scenario.

Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d) for a time window, during which the
flits from the corresponding MCs travel without having to
go through the route computation stage at each hop. A circuit (e.g., in Fig. 3a) should be reserved only for a limited
time window, to allow for circuits from other MCs to also
be established (e.g., in Fig. 3b) as needed, depending on the
application data requirements. This process is analogous to
a circuit switched network where routers reserve paths for a
particular flow and the reservation is voided once the tail
flit enters a router [16], [17], [18]. However, in our case circuits are reserved for MC traffic only along the reply plane.
We call these memory-aware overlay circuits because they
form a new topology on top of an existing (e.g., 2D mesh)
topology. While flits traversing these circuits would not
encounter congestion delays, they will need to stop at every
router for the crossbar and link traversal stages.
However, by using asynchronous links with repeaters
and latches in routers, it is possible to allow flits to bypass
the buffer write, route compute, and switch allocation
stages and travel across multiple routers along the X or Y
directions in a single cycle. Prior work [14] indicates that
such asynchronous links need one voltage locked repeater
per hop distance (2 mm) at 1 GHz clock frequency. The
total peak power dissipated by repeaters per link is around
64 mW at the 22 nm technology node. In a 12  12 NoC,
there are 24 asynchronous links. The overall power overhead of asynchronous links is 1.5 mW, which is negligible
compared to the power dissipated by cores in a 12  12
GPGPU platform. Similarly, the area overhead of voltage
locked repeaters on asynchronous links in a 12  12 platform is 1.2 percent, since each repeater consists of 2 inverters and a feedback loop to know the signal swing. The
authors in [14] also demonstrate that asynchronous links
can traverse up to 16 hops (router crossbar þ Mux) at
1 GHz frequency in 45 nm technology node. Hence, in our
work we have conservatively considered the maximum link
traversal of 12 hops in each direction in the reply NoC that
is designed at the 22 nm technology node.
Lastly, Fig. 4 shows the number of burst requests in the
total number of memory requests sent from shader cores to
MCs when an application is executed on a GPGPU. We
have identified the pattern of burst requests from the traces
obtained by executing CUDA benchmark applications on

the GPGPU-simulator. When a core sends two or more
requests within a short time duration, those requests can be
labeled as burst requests. The burst requests are typically sent
when the warps being executed on a shader core have less
data locality, or because of the private L1 cache pollution
due to excessive number of warps scheduled on the core.
Burst requests generally are the major cause of bottlenecks
at the MC, which increases warp waiting time at a shader
core, and delays the servicing of warps that are waiting in
the queue to be scheduled on the same shader core. To avoid
this problem, the responses to burst requests, called burst packets,
should be given a higher priority over normal packets for transmission from MC output queue.
All of the above enhancements overcome key bottlenecks
to enable low-overhead, low-latency NoC data transfers in
GPGPUs. In the next section, we explain our architecture
and approach for GPGPU NoC optimization in detail.

4

RAPID MEMORY-AWARE NOC: OVERVIEW

Our RAPID memory-aware NoC architecture employs a 2D
mesh topology to connect shader cores and MCs. We utilize
XY routing in the request plane, which ensures freedom
from routing deadlocks. To further avoid request-reply protocol deadlock, the network is physically partitioned into a
request plane and a reply plane each having a channel
width of 64 bits. Memory requests from shader cores to
MCs are sent on the request plane, whereas replies from the
L2 and DRAM that arrive at MCs are sent to the cores on
the reply plane. The primary constraint we consider for MC
placement is that no two MCs can have the same X or Y coordinates. This is to ensure that each column and each row of the
2D-mesh NoC consists of only one memory controller. This
constraint is crucial in establishing conflict free overlay circuits in the reply plane for high speed packet transfers.
To achieve low power and low latency communication in
GPGPU architectures, RAPID employs: (1) A request plane
NoC that minimizes the energy required to deliver memory
requests from shader cores to MCs using a modified router
that is less complex than the baseline router, and suits the
many-to-few traffic pattern; (2) A Memory Aware CiRcuit
Overlay (MACRO) reply plane, that minimizes flit latency
by establishing fast overlay circuits that change over time,
and by utilizing single cycle multi-hop flit traversal; (3) An
enhanced MC that prioritizes burst response packets in its
buffers over the MACRO reply plane to reduce the bottleneck
that adversely affects NoC latency. We explain the details of
each contribution in the following sections.
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Fig. 5. Baseline router with four stage pipeline.

4.1 Request Plane NoC
As explained in Section 3.2 there is a scope for trimming
down the router complexity in the request plane NoC. Fig. 5
shows the baseline router with four pipeline stages. In a
baseline router, each channel has 5 VCs. However, in a
GPGPU, the total number of communication flows in the
request plane is significantly less compared to traditional
CPU traffic as explained in Section 3.2, which results in
unused VCs at the input ports. The unused VCs in each
router can be trimmed down at each input port. Trimmed
VCs reduces the number of flit buffers, and the size of the
look-up table that stores the flow control credit information
in a router. We propose to reduce the number of VCs to 2
per channel to minimize the router power consumption,
and reduce the VC allocation computation time.
Algorithm 1. Original XY Routing scheme
1: for flit in each input port do
2:
if (flit.src.x > flit.dest.x) then
3:
out_direction ¼ west
4:
else if (flit.src.x < flit.dest.x) then
5:
out_direction ¼ east
6:
else if (flit.src.x ¼ ¼ flit.dest.x) then
7:
if (flit.src.y > flit.dest.y) then
8:
out_direction ¼ south
9:
else if (flit.src.y < flit.dest.y) then
10:
out_direction ¼ north
11:
else if (flit.src.y ¼ ¼ flit.dest.y) then
12:
out_direction ¼ local
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
end for
Output: out_direction

Further, the route computation logic of the request plane
routers can be simplified based on the location of a router. As
explained in Section 3.2, a many-to-few traffic pattern with
XY NoC routing restricts the flit traversal in the routers along
the Y-axis. In Fig. 6, the routers that are located north of an
MC in any column do not route the incoming flits further
along the North direction, as there is no destination MC
located further North. Similarly, the routers that are located
south of an MC in a column do not route the incoming flits
further along the South direction. These restrictions on flit
routing are because of the constraint that each column can
only have one MC. We use this observation to reduce the
number of comparison operations in the route compute stage.
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Fig. 6. Location based routers in the request plane of 2D-mesh NoC with
different MC placements for (a) 64-core GPGPU and (b) 16-core
GPGPU.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the original XY
routing scheme. For a head flit in each input direction, the
algorithm first compares the X-coordinates of source and destination, and chooses east or west as output directions (lines
1-5). If the X-coordinates of source and destination match, it
compares Y-coordinates to choose north, south, or local as
output directions (lines 6-15). Overall, there are six comparison operations (lines 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11) used to compute the output direction for head flit waiting in the virtual channel
buffer of each input port. This amounts to six 3-bit comparators. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of the modified XY
routing scheme used in NoC routers located north-of/southof/on-the the MCs. The incoming flits whose X-coordinates
match (line 6) are directly sent to south/north/local ports
(line 7) based on the location of the router. Hence, the modified XY routing needs only three comparison operations.

Algorithm 2. Modified XY Routing scheme
1: for flit in each input port do
2:
if (flit.src.x > flit.dest.x) then
3:
out_direction ¼ west
4:
else if (flit.src.x < flit.dest.x) then
5:
out_direction ¼ east
6:
else if (flit.src.x ¼ ¼ flit.dest.x) then
7:
out_direction ¼ north/south/local
8:
end if
9: end for
Output: out_direction

To design a functional NoC using the modified router
architecture, the request plane needs three types of routers
as shown in Fig. 6. For example, routers north (south/local)
of an MC are configured with a modified XY routing
scheme with output direction as south (north/local) in line
7 of Algorithm 2. This reduces the route compute time.
Using the reduced VC per channel and modified XY routing
scheme, we reduce the pipeline stages of the modified
router to two stages from four stages in the baseline router.
Using the reduced pipeline router, as shown in Fig. 7, the
flit passes through a router 2 cycles faster. Fig. 8 shows the
power consumption of the modified request plane router
compared to the baseline router. Due to the reduced VCs
size, the buffer power consumption, which constitutes more
than 60 percent of the router power, and virtual channel
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Fig. 9. Time windows of overlay circuits. Each window is repeated periodically (E/K times) till the end of an epoch.

end of an epoch. The GOM uses that information to compute a weighted function (m):
Fig. 7. Pipeline stages of a baseline router and a modified router in the
request plane of memory aware NoC.

ðmÞ ¼ a:AðmÞ þ g:BðmÞ;

where AðmÞ is the reply arrival rate and BðmÞ is the average
buffer occupancy at the MC m in the previous epoch. a and
g are coefficients of the weight function. The GOM compares ’s of each MC and computes time window durations
T1 ; T2 ; T3 ::Tm for the next epoch as:
Ti ¼ K  ðiÞ=½ð1Þ þ ð2Þ þ ð3Þ þ . . . þ ðmÞ;

Fig. 8. Power consumption of NoC router components for baseline and
modified routers.

allocation and switch allocation (VCAþSA) power consumption are significantly lowered. Thus, having a modified router consumes lower power and increases the speed
of NoC in the request plane.

4.2 MACRO Reply Plane NoC
To realize the MACRO reply plane, we require: (i) a global
monitoring mechanism that intelligently computes time
windows for each overlay circuit, and (ii) a new router
architecture that lets the flits bypass its stages while routing
them to their destination. These key components of the
MACRO reply plane are discussed in the rest of this section.
4.2.1 Global Overlay Manager
In our proposed approach, execution time is divided into
epochs. Each epoch is divided further into smaller time windows. At the beginning of an epoch, a Global Overlay Manager (GOM) allocates an overlay circuit for each time
window in the epoch. This is akin to time division multiplexing (TDM) of overlay circuits. Every overlay circuit is
associated with a unique MC. The duration of a time window allocated to an overlay circuit is proportional to (i) the
number of outstanding packets in the output queues of the
MC associated with the circuit, and (ii) the packet arrival
rate at the MC from L2 and DRAM. The GOM utilizes the
values of these two parameters at the end of an epoch to
make decisions about time window durations for the next
epoch. Each MC sends its average reply arrival rate (from
L2 and DRAM), and buffer occupancy to the GOM at the

(1)

(2)

where Ti is the time window of the ith MC overlay and ðiÞ
is its weight function. The ratio of the weight functions is
then multiplied by a constant K which is equal to the periodicity of the time windows in an epoch. The time windows
repeat periodically for E/K iterations in an epoch, where E is
the epoch interval duration and K is the periodicity of the
time window set. By having the time windows repeat and
overlays switch multiple times in an epoch, MCs send flits
in multiple bursts across an epoch.
Fig. 9 shows an example of time windows across two
epochs. The GOM broadcasts time window durations at the
start of an epoch to all routers. The routers store this information inside special buffers and subsequently establish
(and then tear down) overlay circuits that adhere to the allocation decisions made by the GOM. One may ask two
important questions about GOM operation:
(i) What is the overhead involved in computing and broadcasting time window information? MCs send their status information to the GOM at the end of their last time window in an
epoch, before their overlay circuit is torn down. The GOM
is located near the center of the NoC, so it takes up to three
cycles for this information to travel on overlay circuits
through bypass links to reach the GOM. The GOM takes up
to 21 cycles to process the information and compute time
windows for each MC (as per Eqs. (1), (2)), for the next time
epoch. The generated time window information is broadcast
to the routers on a separate overlay circuit, as shown in
Fig. 10. As a time window is always < 1000 cycles in our
framework, at most 10 bits are required to transmit the time
window duration for the overlay circuit of an MC. Thus, for
a 4  4 NoC with 4 MCs, only at most 40 bits (1 flit) must be
broadcast by the GOM at the start of an epoch. Similarly,
for 8  8 and 12  12 NoCs, the broadcast consists of 80 and
120 bits respectively, that can be accommodated in 2 flits.
This circuit is established while the GOM computation is
taking place at the beginning of each epoch. The broadcast
operation takes three cycles over an overlay circuit. So, the
entire operation takes less than 30 cycles (irrespective of
NoC size) which is negligible compared to a typical epoch
interval that lasts for thousands of cycles.
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Fig. 10. Overlay circuit used for broadcasting time window information to
each router. GOM is located at core13. Broadcast over fast circuit in
X direction is denoted by light blue line and in Y direction by red lines.

(ii) Sometimes, the L2 and DRAM arrival rates at an MC vary a
lot from one epoch to the next. How are such variations in reply
arrival rate and buffer occupancies at MCs handled in an epoch?
Such variations can lead to congestion at MCs or an underutilization of overlay circuits. To handle these variations, we
allow time window durations to be changed across epochs,
as discussed earlier in the section and shown in Fig. 9 for T2.
It is also possible to adjust the epoch time such that GOM
updates time windows frequently and adjusts to the traffic
conditions. The process of fixing the epoch duration happens
at design time, by testing for the lowest average latency on
different benchmarks with different epoch intervals.

4.2.2 Router Architecture
Along the fast overlay circuits, flits travel in the X and Y
directions in one cycle, bypassing routers and being
stopped (latched) only at turns. These turns are called
hinges. To realize this behavior, we propose a novel hinge
router architecture, as shown in Fig. 11. All routers in RAPID’s reply plane are hinge routers. Each port of a hinge
router supports a bypass path made of asynchronous
repeaters and links, which is shown in the figure as a green
line. When not in bypass mode (e.g., when a flit needs to
turn), the router hinges the flit in a latch. The local port
receives flits from the core or MC interface FIFO buffer,
while the other ports receive flits from other routers. The
three main components of a hinge router are: (a) Overlay
controller, (b) Route lookup table, and (c) Input selection.
These are discussed in the rest of this subsection.
Overlay Controller. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code of
the overlay controller in a hinge router. The router has a
local counter for tracking time window duration and a
global counter for tracking the epoch duration.
At the beginning of the first epoch, the time windows are
set to default values (line 2; all the time windows are equal).
At every cycle (line 3), the controller checks if the global and
local counters have reached their thresholds (lines 4-5). The
set of time window thresholds of overlay circuits (T) are
received from the GOM and stored in a buffer from where
they are accessed and checked against counters periodically.
If a local counter reaches a time window threshold, the controller sends the overlay number for the next time window as
an input to a route lookup table to get the crossbar configuration
of the upcoming overlay circuit (line 7). The crossbar
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Fig. 11. Architecture of a hinge router on reply plane. The figure shows
one asynchronous bypass connection between North_in and South_out
ports only, although bypass paths exist for all ports (except local port).

configuration specifies the mapping of the switch between
input and output ports. The controller sends that information
to another important module called Input selection unit (line 8)
that decides the input source for the configuration (either
latches or bypass links). It then adds the local counter value to
the global counter (line 9), resets the local counter (line 10),
and begins tracking the new time window. In this manner, at
the end of a time window, all the hinge routers change their
configurations collectively to form a different overlay circuit.

Algorithm 3. Pseudo code for overlay controller
operation
Inputs: GOM_input, epoch_duration, def_ win_values;
N (no. of MCs)
Variables: local_counter, global_counter, i, set(T)
1: local_counter ¼ 0; global_counter ¼ 0; i ¼ 0
// reset counter values
2: set(T) ¼ def_ win_values
// initialize time window durations
3: for every cycle do
4:
if (global_counter < epoch_duration) then
5:
if (local_counter ¼ ¼ Ti) then
6:
i ¼ ði þ 1Þ % N // move to next time window
7:
xbar_config ¼ get_next_crossbar_config(overlayi)
8:
input_select(xbar_config)
9:
global_counter þ ¼ local_counter
10:
local_counter ¼ 1
11:
else if (local_counter < Ti) then
12:
local_counterþþ
13:
end if
14:
else if (global_counter ¼ ¼ epoch_duration) then
15:
set(T) ¼ read_values(GOM_input)
// save time windows
16:
global_counter ¼ 0; local_counter ¼ 0; i ¼ 0
// reset counters
17: end if
18: end for
Output: Crossbar configuration for each new time window

This entire operation takes two cycles at the beginning of
each time window Ti , which is negligible when compared
to the duration of the time window (few hundred cycles).
Once all the N time windows in the set have been serviced,
the process of servicing time windows begins again at the
first time window (line 6) and this continues till the end of
the epoch (Fig. 9). If the global counter reaches the epoch
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Fig. 12. Route look-up table for green router from Fig. 3 (mapping of output to input ports). L is local port. Number of rows ¼ number of overlay
circuits (number of MCs); each column represents an output port.

duration value, the controller saves the GOM input it
receives at the beginning of an epoch (line 15) in its buffers
and resets the local and global counters (line 16) before
starting to service the new epoch.
Route lookup table. As mentioned above, the overlay controller sends a request to the route lookup table for the crossbar configuration of an overlay circuit at the beginning of
each time window. Each router has a different configuration
for its lookup table based on its location on the 2D mesh. For
example, Fig. 3 showed a 4  4 architecture with m ¼ 4 MCs.
Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d highlight 4 overlay circuits with each
router having different connections for different overlays
depending on its location on the mesh. Hence, a route lookup
table in a router has m rows for m overlay circuits. The
lookup table is configured as a read-only-memory at design
time in each router. Fig. 12 shows an example of a route
lookup table in a hinge router in a 4  4 NoC with four MCs.
The table has mappings of output to input ports (f indicates
no mapping, Lat(x) indicates mapping between an output
port and the input direction x’s latch). There are 10 possible
input sources (bypass links and latches) for each of the 5 output ports per overlay. It takes 6 bits to represent all the 50
possible mappings per overlay ðlog2 50Þ. Hence, in a 16-core
system with 4 MCs and 4 overlay circuits, the size of the table
is 120 bits per hinge router. In an 8  8 64-core architecture
with 8 MCs, the routing table also has a nominal footprint of
only 240 bits. In a 12  12 144-core architecture with 12 MCs,
the size of the routing table is only 480 bits.
Input selection. All the connections of an overlay circuit are
established at the beginning of a time window. A flit enters
the reply plane from a local port of an MC and travels across
the bypass links in the X direction in a single cycle and gets
latched (hinged) along all the routers in that direction. The
hinge router whose Y direction matches with that of the destination then transmits that flit across the bypass links in that
specific Y direction. The remaining routers along the X direction whose Y directions do not match the flit destination do
not transmit along the Y direction, and simply drop their
hinged flits. Fig. 13 illustrates this process. At router R1 a flit
starts traversal from a local port that is connected to an MC.
This flit travels through R1, R2 and R3 on the bypass links
along the X-axis in a single cycle. The horizontal green lines
show the bypass path. At each router, the flit is also hinged
in the latch. Then in the next cycle, latched entries are
matched for a turn and if a match is found (e.g., in R3) the flit
is sent on the bypass path along the Y direction (North in this
example), as shown in Fig. 13 with blue lines at R3.
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo code of the input selection
unit. For each input of the crossbar configuration (line 1), if
the input source is a latch (line 2) it is checked for a flit (line 3).
If a flit is present, it is checked for its destination X coordinate
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Fig. 13. Flit propagation on bypass links of hinge routers.

(line 4). A match signifies either a destination or a turn. If the
destination Y coordinate is also the same as the flit’s Y coordinate, the latched flit is sent to the local port (line 10), else the
hinged flit is sent along the north or south ports (lines 6, 8) for
transmission along the Y direction. If there is no match, then
the hinged flit is dropped (line 13). Algorithm 4 can easily be
implemented to complete in one cycle. Traversal along the X
and Y directions takes one cycle each. Hence, the entire traversal
along an overlay circuit takes a maximum of 3 cycles.

Algorithm 4. Pseudo code of Input selection unit
Inputs: controller_input(xbar_config), local_coord
1: for each input d in xbar_config do
2: if (d ¼ ¼ latch) then
3:
if (Input latch[d] contains a flit) then
4:
if (flit.dest_coord.x ¼ ¼ local_coord.x) then
5:
if (flit.dest_coord.y > local_coord.y) then
6:
north_mux_select(Input_latch[d])
7:
else if (flit.dest_coord.y < local_coord.y) then
8:
south_mux_select(Input_latch[d])
9:
else if (flit.dest_coord.y ¼ ¼ local_coord.y) then
10:
local_mux_select(Input_latch[d])
11:
end if
12:
else if flit.dest_coord.x 6¼ local_coord.x
13:
drop(flit)
14:
end if
15:
end if
16: end if
17: end for
Output: Input select for the multiplexers

4.2.3 Overlay Circuit Enhancements
In the MACRO reply plane architecture discussed so far,
MCs have to wait for 3 cycles to inject successive flits even
though it takes only 3 cycles to reach the destination once the
flit is injected. Also, when an overlay circuit is established it
is used only by a single MC, preventing the remaining MCs
from returning data. To enhance the utilization and performance with overlay circuits, we propose two enhancements:
(i) Overlay pipelining: If the process of sending flits is
pipelined, an MC can inject a flit every two cycles into the
network. Fig. 14 explains how the pipelining is done. In the
figure, RM is a router at the MC, RH is a router where the flit
is hinged, and RD is a router at the destination core. A flit is
first transmitted from RM at cycle 1. RH which is along the
same X axis as RM receives it in the same cycle. In cycle 2,
RH checks the Y-coordinates of the flit. In cycle 3, RH sends
the flit in the Y direction to RD . RM can use this cycle (cycle3) to send a second flit in the X direction, instead of being
idle. This method of pipelining the output traffic at RM
sends a flit into the NoC every two cycles, thus improving
the overall network latency.
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Fig. 14. Pipelining the flow at an MC on an overlay circuit.
Fig. 16. MC placement used in evaluation (darker cells indicate MC)
(a) 4  4 mesh, (b) 8  8 mesh, and (c) 12  12 mesh.

Fig. 15. Memory controller (MC) with separate queues for burst packet
responses and normal packet responses.

(ii) Overlay multiplexing: While an MC uses its overlay circuit to send flits, some links may remain unused till the next
window begins for the next overlay circuit. To increase the utilization of links, we can overlay two overlay circuits in the
same time window, when the flits take XY and YX paths on
the multiplexed overlay circuits. This can be achieved with a
slight modification to the input selection unit and crossbar configuration sent by the GOM at the end of a time window. This is
also feasible only when there are no conflicts in port reservations
between the multiplexed overlay configurations. There are no conflicts when the 2D mesh NoC has only one MC per row and
per column, as shown in Figs. 16a and 16b. Thus, the MACRO
reply plane supports overlay multiplexing for two MCs.

4.2.4 Memory Controller (MC) Design
We propose an enhanced MC design that prioritizes servicing responses to burst requests (or burst packets). We define a
request as a part of the burst when it is sent by a core within
the ‘burst duration’ after the previous request. A request is
labelled as a burst request when it is sent within a burst
duration after a previous request. So, when two or more
requests are sent within a burst duration, they are
labelled as burst packets by the network interface after
being received from the core and before injecting into the
NoC. We evaluated five different values of burst duration
in our experiments (Section 5.1) and arrived on a burst
duration value that gave the best results.
Fig. 15 shows the MC architecture for achieving the proposed burst response prioritization. We have considered a
baseline MC from [19] with an open page policy and first
ready- first come first serve (FR-FCFS) based scheduling
policy for incoming requests. Our proposed MC is designed
on top of the baseline MC from [19]. There is an abundance
of literature on intelligent memory access scheduling in
accelerators such as [39]. Our burst prioritization scheme
(discussed next), if implemented on such MCs, works
orthogonal to intelligent schedulers in reducing access
latency of memory.
When a request that is labelled as a burst request reaches an
MC, it adds a burst flag to the request that is sent to the scheduler. The scheduler then maps the data responses that arrive
from L2 or DRAM to the corresponding burst request, called

as burst response. The burst responses are then stored in a separate queue called burst queue. While servicing the reply packets, an MC first prioritizes sending the packets waiting in the
burst queue to ensure that warps that issued the corresponding
burst memory requests receive their responses first. Typically,
warps are scheduled in such a way that the memory access
latency is hidden, by assuming the access latency of each
warp. If the memory access latency of a warp is unusually
high, the wait time cannot be hidden by scheduling. By prioritizing the burst packets, some warps that issued burst requests
do not wait unusually long for the data which makes warp
scheduling easier and predictable. However, to avoid starvation in the normal output queue, the MC services one packet
from the normal queue, for every 3 packets from the burst
queue. If the burst queue is empty, it services the normal queue
first. Generally, an MC services the output queues in a firstcome-first-serve order. This leads to output queues getting
fully occupied due to burst packets. In such cases, the MC does
not accept new requests, creating a back-pressure on the request
plane of the NoC. However, by having two separate queues
and more rapidly servicing burst packets, our MC prevents
back-pressure on the request plane and improves overall
application performance.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Experimental Setup
We target a 16-core, a 64-core and a 144-core GPGPU for our
evaluation studies, to test the performance, energy dissipation and scalability of the proposed RAPID NoC in comparison to other state-of-the art approaches. We consider a NoC
fabric that is clocked at 1 GHz. Table 1 shows the platform
configurations used for our evaluation.
We used GPGPU-Sim [19] to collect detailed application
traces and simulated the network and memory traffic on a
customized Noxim NoC simulator [21] that integrates our
RAPID architecture model. We use trace driven simulation,
as it is fairly accurate for architectural analysis [36], and as
full system simulation is highly time consuming for design
space exploration. We obtained traces for 10 CUDA benchmarks [8], [20], each with a different number of kernels and
levels of memory intensity: Breadth First Search, ConvolutionsTexture, Discrete Cosine Transform 4x4, LIBOR, Monte Carlo,
MUMmer GPU, Neural Networks, Ray trace, Storage GPU, and
Fast Walsh Transform.
We compared our architecture with four prior works that
also propose NoC architectures for GPGPUs: [10], [11], [30],
and [31] (all are discussed in Section 2). The architecture discussed in [10] is called Direct all-to-all (DA2), while that
from [11] is called XYYX. The architecture discussed in [30],
called CE-NOC, is a cost-efficient and conflict-free NoC that
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TABLE 1
Gpgpu-Sim Parameters Used for Evaluation
Parameters
Shader Cores/MCs
Shader core pipeline
Shader registers
Constant/Texture Cache
L1, L2 cache
NoC Topology
Channel width
Baseline router

Value
132/12 (144-core), 56/8 (64-core),
12/4 (16-core)
1536 Threads, warp size ¼ 32
32768 per core
8 KB/8 KB per core
16 KB L1 per core, 128 KB L2 per MC
4  4 and 8  8 2D mesh, XY Routing
128 bits
4-stage router, 5 VC/port, 4 buffers/VC

Fig. 17. Sensitivity analysis of burst duration on a 64-core GPGPU with
RAPID across different benchmark applications

minimizes the power cost for communication in GPGPUs.
We also compare our work with our prior work MACRO
[31] that only optimizes latency on the reply network. In contrast, RAPID incorporates a low power request plane NoC
with a low-latency MACRO reply plane and an enhanced
MC architecture. Lastly, we also compare against a baseline
NoC that uses the configuration presented in Table 1 and
Section 3.1 for both the request and reply planes. Fig. 16
shows the MC placement we used in our 16-core, 64-core
and 144-core platforms. We have assumed a plastic ball grid
array (BGA) [40] packaging scheme for easier I/O pin connection for MCs that are placed in the interior of the chip.
For RAPID, we experimented with five different burst
durations of 2, 4, 8, 10, and 13 cycles. The results across five
different applications are shown in Fig. 17. All five durations give almost similar values, with a burst duration of 8
cycles giving the minimum application execution time.
With burst durations of greater than or less than 8 cycles the
burst queue is either under-occupied or over-occupied.
The size of the reply queue at each MC is 132 packets, as
used in [19], for all the comparison works. In RAPID, the
reply queue is split between the burst queue and normal
queue (66 packets each).
We evaluated network latency, total application execution time, and total energy consumption for all NoC architectures. We also explored area overheads, and the impact
of platform scaling across the six different NoC architectures. For MACRO and RAPID, in the reply network, we set
epoch duration as 10,000 cycles. We set a; g coefficients of
the weight functions from Eq. (1) to 0.6, 0.4 and K ¼ 1000.

5.2 Network Latency
Figs. 18a, 18b, and 18c compare the network latency of
RAPID with prior works for the 16-core, 64-core and 144core GPGPUs, respectively. We compare the latencies of
both request and reply networks. Request network latency
includes the waiting time of the flit in the queues of the
source routers due to back-pressure from MCs, and the time
taken by a request flit to reach its corresponding MC from a
core. Reply network latency includes waiting time of the flit
at the output buffers of MCs, and time taken by the flit to
reach to a core from an MC.
From Fig. 18a, it is evident that there is an improvement
in latency of up to 4 in the request and 10 in the reply
networks with RAPID when compared to the baseline in a
16-core platform. MACRO gives up to 1:5 and 9 improvement in the request and reply network latencies compared to
the baseline. The improvement in request network latency

Fig. 18 . Comparison of network latency between Baseline, XYYX, DA2,
CENOC, MACRO, and RAPID models for (a) 16-core, (b) 64-core, and
(c) 144-core GPGPU. The last set of bars (AVG) represents the average
of all results.

with RAPID is due to the utilization of low latency router in
its request plane. The reply network improvement in
MACRO and RAPID is due to the single cycle fast overlay
circuit implementation with intelligent adaptation and allocation of time window durations by the GOM which results
in less waiting time at the MCs and lower congestion. Along
with that, RAPID shows further improvements because of
the improved MC architecture which prioritizes burst packets.
XYYX shows slight improvements in request network
latency due to the virtual channel separation that allocates
more bandwidth to the request packets. However, the reply
network latency suffers due to the insufficient bandwidth for
reply packets in the NoC and the back-pressure from MCs.
Also, the XY and YX paths taken by request and reply
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TABLE 2
Noc Channel Width (Bits) for Each Plane/Slice
16 cores
Req
Baseline
XYYX [11] (plane)
DA2 [10] (slices)
CENOC [30](slices)
MACRO [31] (plane)
RAPID (plane)

Rep
128

64
64
16(4)
64
64

64
16(4)
64
64
64

64 cores
Req

Rep

128
64
64
8(8)
64
64

64
8(8)
64
64
64

144 cores
Req

Rep
128

64
32
8(12)
64
64

64
8(12)
32
64
64

packets in XYYX create traffic hotspots in the center of the
mesh. Table 2 gives the channel widths of request and reply
networks for all of the comparison works. DA2 has a 64-bit
channel width for the request network and 16-bit channel
width for each slice in the reply network in a 16-core platform. DA2 shows a slight improvement compared to the
baseline, of up to 10 percent in the request network and 50
percent improvement in the reply network. The improvements achieved because of the sliced reply network are less
than the overlay-circuit based reply network in MACRO and
RAPID due to a relatively slower DA2 reply router and serialization overhead. CENOC has 16-bit channel width for
each of the slices in the request network of a
16-core platform, and 64-bit channel width for the reply
network. It shows up to 4 improvement in the request network due to its conflict free request network topology. But
the reply network latency is worse than the baseline. The
Baseline NoC is not strictly partitioned, and hence the average reply network bandwidth is higher than that of CENOC.
This leads to worse reply network latency for CENOC.
Fig. 18b shows the network latency in a 64-core GPGPU.
RAPID shows up to 4 improvement in the request network
and up to 60 percent improvement in the reply network compared to the baseline NoC. MACRO shows up to 70 percent
improvement in request network and up to 3 improvement
in the reply network. MACRO gives better reply network
latency than RAPID. In a 64-core platform, RAPID transmits
requests faster than MACRO which leads to more requests
sent to DRAM and replies coming back to MCs. This
increases the queuing time for packets at the output buffers
of MCs. In a 16-core platform, RAPID MCs are able to handle
reply packets without significant queuing time. In a 144-core
platform, the request latency of MACRO and RAPID are
almost similar, leading to similar queuing time at MCs (but a
burst prioritized reply network in RAPID reduces its
latency). In general, the combined (request and reply) network latency of RAPID is lower than that of MACRO across
all platforms. XYYX gives up to 10 percent improvement in
request network latency but up to 50 percent higher reply
network latency compared to the baseline. The reason for
poor network latency with XYYX is the same as in the 16core scenario. DA2 gives diminished improvements (9 percent request network latency and 33 percent reply network
latency) compared to its improvements for the 16-core scenario due to the increased number of MCs in the 64-core
GPGPU that leads to an increased number of slices, which
reduces the bandwidth of each slice. As a result, DA2 suffers
with increased serialization overhead as the MC count
increases. CENOC shows up to 2:5 improvement in the
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request network over the baseline but performs worse in the
reply network that has half the bandwidth of the baseline.
Fig. 18c shows the network latency of a 144-core GPGPU
with 12 memory controllers. This result shows the scalability
of our RAPID architecture compared to prior works. RAPID
shows up to 4.5 improvement in request network and up to
10 percent improvement in the reply network. MACRO gives
up to 2 improvement in the request network and up to
7 percent improvement in reply network. XYYX gives an
improvement of 10-35 percent in the request network due to
the separate conflict free virtual channels for request and
reply packets. But, the reply network performs worse than
the baseline by up to 25 percent for the same reasons as
explained earlier. The NoC configuration used for DA2 for
the 144-core case is different from the 16 and 64-core cases
(Table 2). To have an even partition, we allocated 8-bit channel width to each of the 12 slices of the reply network. This
reduces the request network bandwidth to one-fourth of the
baseline bandwidth. Hence, the request network of DA2 is
20 percent slower than the baseline NoC in the request plane
because of the reduced bandwidth. DA2 gets 1-9 percent
improvement in the reply network compared to the baseline due to the increased bandwidth of 96 bits combining
across all the slices in the reply network. Hence, DA2
shows latency that is almost equal to RAPID in the reply
network. However, RAPID has a faster request network
and an enhanced MC that benefits application performance as discussed in the next section. An important
trend to observe is that in NoC architectures that have a
faster request network (CENOC, MACRO, and RAPID),
the improvement in reply network latency diminishes
with an increase in NoC size. This is because the request
packets in these architectures arrive much faster to the
MC compared to the baseline, DA2, and XYYX, and the
corresponding response packets also arrive earlier and
get queued at the MC to be delivered to the cores. As the
network latency includes queuing time at the MC, this
increases the reply network latency. However, the overall
network latency is impacted significantly.

5.3 Application Execution Time
Fig. 19 shows the normalized application execution times
across different benchmark applications for 16, 64, and
144-core GPGPUs. In a 16-core platform, RAPID shows
10-63 percent improvement in application execution time
compared to the baseline as shown in Fig. 19a. MACRO shows
9-65.5 percent improvement compared to the baseline. This is
primarily due to the low latency request network, and the fast
overlay circuits in the reply plane for both architectures.
RAPID shows better performance than MACRO due to the
presence of the enhanced MC that services burst packets more
rapidly. XYYX shows slightly worse performance than baseline due to the poor network latency as explained in Section
5.2. DA2 shows up to 34 percent and CENOC shows up to 10
percent improvement in the application performance due to
their low latency conflict free routers in the request and reply
networks respectively. However, their performance is limited
by the back-pressure caused by burst packets, which is seen in
applications such as BFS, MUM, and NN.
Some applications such as LIB, RAY and STO give negligible performance improvement for the 16-core platform as the
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Fig. 19. Comparison of normalized application execution times across
the different comparison works for (a) 16-core, (b) 64-core, and
(c) 144-core GPGPU platform.

Fig. 20. Comparison of energy consumption across (a) 16-core,
(b) 64-core, and (c) 144-core systems. The last set of bars (AVG) represents the average of all results.

memory bottleneck does not impact their computation time.
These applications are either very small in terms of input
data and execution time (RAY, STO) or they have relatively
high number of kernels to be executed (LIB), which allows
for masking the network latency by scheduling more warps.
Fig. 19b shows the application execution times of different platforms for a 64-core GPGPU. RAPID and
MACRO achieve 21-62 and 19-57 percent improvements
in the application execution time compared to the baseline, respectively. XYYX performs worse than baseline in
all cases due to the poor network latency observed in 64core platform because of traffic hotspots, as discussed earlier. DA2 achieves up to 33 percent improvement in the
application execution time due to improvement in the
reply network latency as observed in Fig. 18b. CENOC,
gives around 10 percent application execution time due
to its low latency NoC in the request network. However,
reducing reply network latency is more critical to reduce
the application execution time, which is not addressed
effectively in CENOC.
Fig. 19c shows the execution times for the 144-core
GPGPU across different platforms. The figure shows that
RAPID scales well compared to other works when the core
count increases. XYYX, DA2, and CENOC all perform
worse compared to the baseline due to their high request or

reply network latencies. Also, when the core count is
increased, more number of warps are scheduled in parallel
creating higher number of burst packets. This is well
addressed by RAPID. RAPID gives up to 19 percent
improvement in application execution time compared to the
baseline. MACRO also scales well with increased core count
with an improvement of up to 7 percent, but less so than
RAPID due to the lack of an enhanced MC and low latency
request network in MACRO.

5.4 Energy Consumption
Fig. 20 shows a comparison of energy consumed by different
NoC architectures for the 16-core, 64-core and 144-core platforms across different applications. NoC power values at
22 nm node are obtained using DSENT [22] simulations. As
shown in Figs. 20a, 20b, 20c, RAPID is the least energy consuming among all the compared architectures across all the
platforms. RAPID achieves up to 4 and MACRO achieves
up to 2:5 improvement in energy consumption across platforms. Speedup in application execution together with the
low power consumption of the request plane routers in
RAPID and the hinge router in the reply plane of both
MACRO and RAPID enables lower energy consumption.
XYYX consumes higher energy than the baseline because of
the additional buffers used in its router architecture together
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CENOC, each tile has 5 routers. Each tile takes 53.4 percent
more area than the baseline even though individual slice
routers take less area than the baseline router. DA2 and
CENOC consume similar area as they both employ sliced
networks. CENOC has slightly higher area due to the presence of a token sharing network. Hence, DA2 and CENOC
consume 34, 45.7, and 51.9 percent more area than the baseline. The router area of XYYX on the other hand consumes
more area than that of the baseline due to the presence of
additional buffers that support multiple virtual channels to
ensure deadlock free XY and YX routing. Hence, XYYX has
an area overhead of around 143 percent compared to that of
the baseline across all platform sizes.
Fig. 21. NoC area (as % of total chip area) across different comparison
works for different platform sizes.

with the longer duration of application execution compared
to the baseline platform. DA2 achieves up to 43 percent
reduction in energy consumption for the 16-core platform,
19 percent reduction in the 64-core platform, and 9 percent
reduction in the 144-core platform compared to the baseline.
The reason for DA2’s lower energy consumption is that
DA2 achieves speedup in application performance and its
reply slices contain routers with only one virtual channel
per input resulting in low power consumption. CENOC
achieves up to 1:5 reduction in energy consumption for
the 16-core platform, up to 67 percent reduction in the
64-core platform, and 42 percent reduction in the 144-core
platforms respectively. CENOC uses a cost-efficient router
in the request network that lowers energy consumption.
However, the improvements of DA2 and CENOC are lesser
than that of RAPID and MACRO. DA2 and CENOC reduces
power dissipation in either the reply or the request networks. In contrast, RAPID reduces power dissipation in
both the request and reply networks, by using buffer-less
hinge routers in the reply network and low-power, lowlatency routers in the request network.

5.5 Router Area Overhead
We compared the combined area of routers of all the planes
for different platforms, across different platform sizes.
Fig. 21 shows the percentage of chip area consumed by the
NoC routers across the comparison works. The values of
NoC router areas are obtained using the DSENT tool and
gate-level analysis at the 22 nm technology node. RAPID
observes an improvement of around 30.3 percent in 16-core
platform, 51.9 percent in 64-core platform, and 54.2 percent
in 144-core platform compared to that of the baseline due to
the modified, trimmed-down router architecture in the
request plane and low overhead hinge routers in the reply
plane. Input buffers account for more than 50 percent of the
router area in the baseline NoC. The routers used in both
planes of RAPID have less number of buffers and hence
take less area than the baseline. MACRO has slightly higher
area (10 percent) than the baseline NoC, as the request
plane network is still essentially a baseline network with
reduced channel width. Additional hardware required for
the routing table, overlay management, input selection unit,
and latching the incoming flits accounts for the overhead of
around 6 percent for both MACRO and RAPID. In DA2 and
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a novel NoC architecture called
RAPID that is customized for many-to-few and few-to-many
traffic patterns in GPGPUs. RAPID utilizes a low-power and
low-latency router architecture in the request plane, and overlay circuits to deliver flits to their destinations within 3 cycles
in the reply plane. We proposed customized hinge routers to
accomplish the establishment of overlay circuits in the request
plane, and a global overlay manager that monitors and allocates overlay circuits for memory controllers (MCs) to reduce
latency for reply traffic to the shader cores. We also proposed
an enhanced MC architecture that prioritizes sending burst
packets to overcome bottlenecks. Experimental results on 16core, 64-core, and 144-core platforms show an improvement
of up to 4  10 in network latency, up to 67 percent in application execution time, up to 4 saving in energy, and around
50 percent improvement in area footprint compared to the
baseline NoC architecture. Our experiments also show that
RAPID outperforms several state-of-the-art architectures and
is more scalable with increasing core counts.
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